Our automatized interferometric monitoring system, IT4S1, contains a database of Sentinel-1 satellite image bursts that have been preprocessed to the state of a consistent well-coregistered dataset. The coregistration solution introduces a new type of data, an SLC-C (corrected single look complex data). These are SLC images ready for interferometric analyses with maximally reduced phase signature of topography and flat-Earth phase. The further processing time for multitemporal interferometry techniques is significantly reduced for achieving velocity maps based on e.g. Persistent Scatterers or Small Baseline techniques. In this paper, authors focus on quality of estimated topographic phase, finding out that computation of perpendicular baseline between satellite positions based on precise orbit ephemerides can differ and thus the approach may suffer from a residual topographic signature or a flat-Earth phase. The paper presents conclusions taken by an investigation of one such pre-prepared dataset over a mountainous area in southern Spain. Though some orbital inparallelity occurs during Sentinel-1 acquisitions (causing inaccuracies of perpendicular baselines within first meters), the flat-Earth is removed properly using this approach. The paper further demonstrates results using SLC-C approach using available and custom processing techniques and notifies about the possibility that in terms of overall accuracy and precision of multitemporal interferometry this approach contains inaccuracies that can be either estimated as part of error phase screens or even neglected. 
Introduction
In order to process Sentinel-1 Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) standard interferometric wide swath (IWS) images, the data should be coregistered to a perfect fit in accuracy of a 0.001 pixel 1 . This is performed using a typical image coregistration processing followed by correction of phase ramps caused within the specific mode of image acquisition called Terrain Observation by Progressive Scans (TOPS) 2 -this operation is known as Enhanced Spectral Diversity (ESD) 1 . This is usually the step where the most of the SAR interferometry (InSAR) systems stop in preprocessing their data before generating interferograms.
An interferogram is basically created by a complex conjugate of two well-coregistered SAR images (i.e. their phase difference is generated). An interferogram image contains information from various sources influencing the radar phase, the two major sources of interest being a physical displacement that happened between the image acquisitions and a phase signal induced by height difference due to stereoscopic effect of a differing satellite position during acquiring images.
If the goal is to identify displacements of observed targets, it is necessary to remove all other components from the interferogram. For example, a phase change induced by topography can be removed using a digital elevation model (DEM) recomputed into the specific SAR line of sight (LOS) taking into account the perpendicular baseline (Bperp) between both satellite positions. This is normally performed during generation of interferograms since Bperp is unique within each acquisition pair. The generation of topographic phase screen is computationally relatively demanding and not very effective in case of needs of processing large number of interferograms for multitemporal SAR interferometry (MT-InSAR). Some approaches prepared effective solutions, e.g. SARproZ 3 that computes topography phase during the processing chain for only selected MT-InSAR points -this improves the situation for Permanent Scatterers (PS) 4 MT-InSAR processing but not for e.g. the Small Baselines (SB) 5 technique where spatially filtered topography-free interferogram is an advantage.
The IT4S1 system solution 6 shows another alternative, that is, to remove topography signal already from the SLC image and thus generating the final product -a corrected/calibrated SLC image (SLC-C). Basically the principle is to generate a synthetic phase from a DEM towards a master image based on its look angle defining its LOS. Precise orbit information is a pre-requisite of a success of this step and this is secured by current ESA precise orbit ephemerides (POD) products 7 . This solution should find advantages in both PS and SB processing approaches. Within IT4S1, during the coregistration process so-called fine offsets in both range and azimuth directions are created by NASA/JPL ISCE software package 8 that describes the misalignment of both images pixelwise. The computed topographic effect is included in these offsets. By removing these offsets from the phase difference, an interferogram is formed. However, by removing the offsets only from the slave image, this image will achieve the state of precisely coregistered image with topography-based signal removed (or at least maximally reduced). Since the orbital tube of Sentinel-1 is relatively narrow (the statistical root mean square of the orbital tube 9 is 50 m causing a height ambiguity of up to 300 m per a phase cycle which can be considered relatively low sensitivity to height), the removal of topography effect based on the combination of only two images should be relatively safe, though some residual topography should be accounted for.
Baseline inaccuracy influence
The length of the perpendicular baseline is used more times during the interferogram creation process (e.g. the DEM-refined coregistration). Inaccuracy of its estimation influences the interferogram significantly in two steps -in the subtraction of the flat-Earth (Eq. 1) and topographic (Eq. 2) phase components. 
where λ is the radar wavelength, Bpar is the parallel baseline, Bperp is the perpendicular baseline, h is the height of the scatterer over the reference surface (due to the fact that InSAR gives relative results, the height can be taken w.r.t. any altitude, constant within an image), R is the slant range and θ is the incidence angle of the radar.
As the length of the parallel baseline changes heavily along the range coordinate, it is not usually disclosed, but the frequency of flat-Earth fringes in the range direction is related to the perpendicular baseline (Eq. 3)
where Bperp changes in the range direction only slightly and its changes are usually neglected.
When subtracting an inaccurate flat-Earth phase, some of the flat-Earth fringes stay in the interferogram: we will call these the residual fringes and label their frequency df. The value df = 1 means that the residual phase dΦ changes by 1 rad when the look angle θ changes by 1 rad.
Within one swath, the radar incidence angle of Sentinel-1 changes by 5.5 degrees 10 , and in this range, the influence on the flat-Earth phase can be assumed linear (the nonlinearities can be neglected).
The residual fringe frequency df (which should be 0 ideally) is therefore
where dBperp is the perpendicular (with respect to the radar beam direction) component of the error baseline vector. The residual fringe frequency does not depend on the baseline itself, but only on the residual perpendicular baseline. Applied to our problem, if two slave images are coregistered to one master and their perpendicular baselines are calculated also w.r.t. this master, residual flat-Earth (and topographic) fringes may be present in the interferogram generated from these two slaves (without the master image). Equation 5 describes this situation as the sum of the combination of dBperp residuals between A,B,C images (where A is a master image) is generally not exactly 0.
(5)
Our problem is now to estimate the baseline error dBperp,B-C (as the other two baseline errors are computed directly from orbits and are therefore subject to only orbit errors), computed from Eq. 4.
We generated about 310 000 image triples of Sentinel-1 data from over 100 images of one burst and calculated the baselines of the three pairs within each triple, to estimate the residual baseline originating from the computation of an interferogram between two DEM-removed slave images. Standard deviation of the computed Bperp for this dataset is 5.1 m. For such a residual baseline, the flat-Earth ramp over the whole swath (in range) would be 17.5 phase cycles. However, for many of the image triples, the residual baseline is in the order of cm or even mm (comparable to the orbit error inaccuracy), where no visible phase ramps are expected. We attribute the significantly non-zero sums to the inparallelness of the orbits, explaining why this happens only for some of the triples. During the coregistration, the images are rotated in order to be parallel, and then, the baseline sums are zero in the triplet. That means that for the interferometric evaluation (including multitemporal InSAR analyses), coregistrationcorrected baselines are to be used.
Our approach therefore includes usage of orbit data of a master image (where all images are coregistered to and which was used for generation of DEM-based phase screen for topography phase removal) instead of original orbit data of each image in the process of the update of SLC-C dataset. An example of a generated interferometric combination using this approach is shown in Fig. 1 . Here the classic approach has been used to generate an interferogram using SARproZ 11 over a hilly area of southern Spain (with height difference of over 3 000 m) from the well-coregistered dataset (with and without usage of DEM for topography phase removal), while the approach of generating interferogram from SLC-C data shows a very similar topography-free interferogram.
Note that the Bperp = 160 m (height ambiguity reaches 94 m per a phase cycle) for this configuration of images from 2017-03-05 and 2017-03-11. No significant residual flat-Earth phase ramp is visible in this interferogramtriplets using these data keep the average (median) dBperp = 0.2 m with extremes such as dBperp = 3.176 m in a triplet combination of these images with 2017-02-11 image.
Theoretically such error can cause 10 fringes in the flat-Earth ramp (based on Eq. 3 and 4 related to whole maximum of 5.5° look angle variation within the burst), however in practice no significant residual flat-Earth phase has been detected in this interferogram. Height ambiguity for such error is 1 fringe within the investigated ~3 000 m height difference -such error can be neglected since the residual topography can be modeled and corrected in further multitemporal InSAR analyses and is also comparable or lower than the elevation-dependent pressure changes affecting the radar signal. 
Accuracy and precision of the InSAR method
Geodesists often request information about the accuracy of InSAR measurements. Unfortunately, ground-truth data are often unavailable, and if available, validation is often possible only for few points of the processed area. 
Moreover, the recognition of the reflecting objects is not always possible, especially for pixels with lower coherence which are of interest when monitoring e.g. a landslide. As a measure of reliability, coherence is normally used in InSAR. Coherence is by definition the property of a pixel/feature, not of the data 17 . Therefore, the coherence evaluated from the data is a statistical estimation and therefore depends on the dataset properties: number of images, spatial and temporal baselines. Also, it heavily depends on the appropriateness of the model that has been used to estimate the physical displacements. For example, if only linear velocities are estimated or if other parameters are included such as temporal variation of the motion (e.g. if dam movements correspond to water levels, or gas storages cause subsidence and uplift related to ingestion and discharge periods, etc.) -in the latter case, an appropriate accuracy of the external data should be secured. If the model is inappropriate for the given point, the coherence is underestimated.
Adding other parameters (such as thermal dilation in case of bridge monitoring 18 or water level influence in case of monitoring dam displacements 19 ) to the model makes it usually more appropriate if enough data are processed. The number of available Sentinel-1 images is now usually high enough.
If the estimation of parameters (velocity, height correction, possibly others) is performed with the use of a Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) method, the coherence is maximized for a point. Some software use a least-squares (LS) method for parameter estimation, where the standard deviation of phase residues is minimized instead. These are two different criteria, giving slightly different results.
The formula to relate the coherence to the phase standard deviation is
but does not apply accurately, and also, the residues are generally different when estimated using the two criteria. According to our experiments, LS methods are more sensitive to outliers caused e.g. by snow cover or strong atmospheric phase screen (APS), while coherence better estimates the noise of the reflecting pixel. On the other hand, geodetists require the standard deviation, and moreover, standard deviation is necessary to decide reliably if a reflector moves. According to our experiments, the rate between the standard deviation evaluated by (6) from the coherence, and the standard deviation evaluated as the root mean square (RMS) of the residues (evaluated using the same criteria) is between 0.8-1.2, with the peak approximately at 1.
In the following, we call the evaluated velocity standard deviation the precision, no matter the optimalization criteria is. Let us stress here that it reflects how the data correspond to the a-priori model.
On the other hand, accuracy represents how the estimated parameters meet the reality. Mostly, this is not possible to estimate due to the cost of the geodetic measurements, and if available, it is only possible for few (well-coherent) points.
Our experiment tries to evaluate the accuracy of the method based on the assumption of the stability of a selected area. The velocity precision depends on the quality of a point (coherence) and dataset properties 17 , with
where n+1 is the number of images and δΔT is the variance of temporal baselines. The accuracy is expected to depend on the same parameters, and, ideally, it is expected to have a similar value as the precision. We process an area assumed to be stable, divide the processed points into groups according to the evaluated coherence, and calculate the standard deviation of the estimated velocity in each group, assuming the "correct" velocity of each point to be 0. Within the calculation, outliers are excluded (not iteratively).
This way, we get an estimate of the accuracy, but not for each point, but for a coherence interval (or the evaluated precision). It is an area estimate. We suppose that a similar accuracy should apply to points processed in the same dataset, but different (non-stable) areas of interest. Figure 6 shows the results of our experiment: the relation between precision and accuracy for three software packages: SARPROZ(c) (127 images), STAMPS (113 images) and SALSIT (113 images), together with the number of points over the coherence threshold (estimated to be reliable). The area processed is the same, a part of the city of Prague, Czech republic (approximately half of a burst), with the number of points between 25 000-100 000. From Fig. 2 , one can see that SARPROZ(c), using the FFT methods, has the best accuracy for most of the points, but if coherence drops to about 0.62, there are many points with phase unwrapping errors, enlarging the velocity standard deviation. On the other hand, the velocity precision, estimated as the width of the periodogram 21 , significantly overestimates the accuracy.
High accuracy values for the STAMPS software can be probably attributed to phase filtering, stronger with lower coherence, and also to an inappropriate estimation of coherence (see below).
Regarding the distribution of points with regard to coherence, we can take SARPROZ (green line) as a reference, as this is the only software maximizing the coherence (the other two use LS method). Therefore, the coherence estimated by STAMPS seems to be unreliable, as not so many points should have such a good coherence (see Fig. 2 right -red line). The SALSIT number of points is easily understandable, as coherence is not maximized by LS.
For the decision if a point is to be taken as reliable, noise is not the key problem, as the velocity estimation is expected to be subject to a random error. The key problem are the ambiguities (phase unwrapping errors) which, if estimated incorrectly, can bias the estimated velocity significantly, far out of the velocity standard deviation value.
With a large data archive of Sentinel-1, one can afford to make large datasets where the probability of incorrect ambiguity estimation is much lower than for small datasets, and can afford to lower the coherence threshold to as minimal as possible. In the following, we will evaluate the coherence threshold value for different number of images.
Considering the phase noise to be normally distributed with the standard deviation of σ, and trying to avoid the phase noise to exceed the half of phase ambiguity with the probability of 99.7 %, we get the requirement shown in Equation 8: , corresponding to the coherence of 0.58. According to the relation between coherence and phase standard deviation (6) , and according to the fact that the coherence is a statistical estimation with the standard deviation of 17 (this formula applies only for PS, therefore for points with high coherence), .
Allowing the probability of 2.3 %, that the real coherence of the point is lower than the value of 0.58, the coherence threshold can be chosen on the basis of Table 1 . However, setting the coherence threshold to 0.6 (allowing to interpret more points e.g. in an incoherent landslide area), the amount of points with incorrectly estimated ambiguities is quite low and these can be usually well recognized either in comparison to their surroundings, or based on their time series. For datasets with more than 100 images, this seems to apply also for the value of 0.5.
Conclusions
Advantages of the ISCE-based approach to generate topography-free SLC data (SLC-C) from Sentinel-1 images for the usage in InSAR analyses were presented in the paper. While the SLC-C generation can be relatively demanding for a computational power, such images can yield very fast interferometric combinations (usage of SLC-C dramatically decrease computational burden). This is a great advantage in using any (MT-)InSAR techniques. Subtle variation in topography has been indeed identified, however such residual phase can be further estimated and removed for selected points using common MT-InSAR techniques. We have investigated present orbital inaccuracies of S-1 that can yield a high number of residual flat-Earth fringes. These were not identified in generated interferograms thus we claim that the flat-Earth signal was successfully removed during SLC-C generation, together with the majority of the topographic signal. Our MT-InSAR 22,23 tests did not show significant differences between standard MT-InSAR approach and MT-InSAR processing starting from SLC-C images.
The whole IT4S1 system consists in the implementation of a SLC-C processor and MT-InSAR techniques, currently by StaMPS with parameters set for a generally acceptable performance and optimized to be used in an environment offering advanced parallel processing. A custom approach of PS InSAR implementation (SALSIT) has been prepared with the intention of keeping properties of InSAR as a geodetic method. In comparison to geodetical measurements, InSAR has several specific differences, e.g. relatively high noise, especially for low-reflectivity areas. This noise is compensated with the number of measurements in time (together with good spatial coverage, i.e. the density of points), in case an appropriate model is used for processing.
